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The Detection of Parkinson’s Disease From Speech
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Abstract—Developing automatic methods to detect Parkinson’s
disease (PD) from speech has attracted increasing interest as these
techniques can potentially be used in telemonitoring health applica-
tions. This article studies the utilization of voice source information
in the detection of PD using two classifier architectures: traditional
pipeline approach and end-to-end approach. The former consists
of feature extraction and classifier stages. In feature extraction, the
baseline acoustic features—consisting of articulation, phonation,
and prosody features—were computed and voice source informa-
tion was extracted using glottal features that were estimated by
iterative adaptive inverse filtering (IAIF) and quasi-closed phase
(QCP) glottal inverse filtering methods. Support vector machine
classifiers were developed utilizing the baseline and glottal fea-
tures extracted from every speech utterance and the corresponding
healthy/PD labels. The end-to-end approach uses deep learning
models which were trained using both raw speech waveforms
and raw voice source waveforms. In the latter, two glottal inverse
filtering methods (IAIF and QCP) and zero frequency filtering
method were utilized. The deep learning architecture consists of
a combination of convolutional layers followed by a multilayer
perceptron. Experiments were performed using PC-GITA speech
database. From the traditional pipeline systems, the highest clas-
sification accuracy (67.93%) was given by combination of baseline
and QCP-based glottal features. From the end-to-end-systems,
the highest accuracy (68.56%) was given by the system trained
using QCP-based glottal flow signals. Even though classification
accuracies were modest for all systems, the study is encouraging
as the extraction of voice source information was found to be most
effective in both approaches.
Index Terms—Parkinson’s disease, glottal features, glottal
source estimation, support vector machines, end-to-end systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
PARKINSON’S disease (PD) is the second most commonneurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer’s disease [1].
PD primarily affects dopaminergic neurons in the substantia
nigra of the brain, causing the loss of the neurotransmitter
dopamine [2]. PD is diagnosed based on the occurrence of four
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gross motor dysfunctions, which include bradykinesia, rigidity,
resting tremor, and postural instability [3]. However, by the time
these dysfunctions are manifested in clinical diagnosis, up to
50% of the dopaminergic neurons are damaged beyond recovery,
and the damage of the neurons has been found to increase rapidly
during the four year period after diagnosis [4]. Any neuropro-
tective therapy performed after clinical diagnosis will be too
late to effectively slow down neurodegeneration. Therefore, the
early detection of PD in its prodromal stages is essential. Among
many other symptoms, speech disorders are manifested in PD
patients at the prodromal stages as early as five years before the
occurrence of gross motor dysfunctions [5]. Speech disorders
caused by PD can be characterized by symptoms such as reduced
vocal tract volume and tongue flexibility, inappropriate pauses,
impairments in voice quality, and reduction in pitch range
and voice intensity [6]. Speech-based assessment of PD has
attracted increasing interest among researchers as an automatic,
low-cost, and easy-to-administer method for detecting early PD.
The speech-based assessment of PD involves two main tasks:
the detection of people with Parkinson’s disease (PWP) from
healthy speakers (binary classification) [7], [8] and the classifi-
cation of the severity of PD (which consists of both multi-class
classification and regression problems) [9], [10]. Of the two tasks
above, this study focuses on the first one: the detection of PD
by classifying speech signals into those produced by PWP and
those produced by healthy speakers.
The detection of PD from speech can be used as an objective
tool in non-invasive diagnosis, and therefore, the automatic
detection of PD from speech is an important research topic.
The detection of PD performed in an unobtrusive way has the
potential of enhancing healthcare dramatically. The main advan-
tage of non-invasive measurements is that the diagnosis can be
done away from the hospital, which reduces the inconvenience
and cost of the physical visits of PD patients for medical exam-
ination [11]. This advantage makes PD detection from speech
one of the most preferable candidates for applications involving
on-time screening and remote health monitoring [7], [12]. In the
related literature, PD detection tools (such as Apkinson [13],
the Johns Hopkins system [14], and mPower [15]), which are
readily implementable in smart phones, have been proposed. In
order to build health monitoring systems like these, different
methods to automatically detect PD from speech have been
developed. The PD detection methods proposed in the literature
can mainly be divided into two approaches: traditional pipeline
systems and end-to-end systems. In traditional pipeline systems,
hand-crafted features that are obtained from speech are utilized
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to train machine learning methods to predict one of the two labels
(PD/healthy). In end-to-end systems, the use of hand-crafted
features is replaced by training deep learning models to directly
map the raw speech signal (or the spectrogram) to the output
labels (PD/healthy). The existing literature of these two ap-
proaches in the detection of PD is briefly reviewed below.
In using the traditional pipeline approach, the existing studies
typically first select features that aim to characterize the impair-
ments of speech signals of PWP. The majority of the works in
the detection of PD characterizes speech impairments in terms
of three main factors: articulation, phonation, and prosody [12],
[16], [17]. In order to assess articulation impairments, features
related to the vowel space area, vowel articulation index, the
formant centralization ratio, and onset energy, as well as formant
and spectral energy, have been used [17]–[21]. The assessment
of impairments in phonation has been studied using features
measuring perturbation such as the shimmer, the jitter, the am-
plitude perturbation quotient, the pitch perturbation quotient,
the harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR), and non-linear dynamics
measures from the speech signal [7], [8], [19], [22]. Prosody
impairments have been assessed using features based on pitch
and energy contours, rhythm patterns, and duration [23]–[25].
In [26], a large set of acoustic features called ComParE [27] has
been used to provide challenge baselines for the estimation of the
neurological state of patients with PD. In addition to the features
capturing articulation, phonation and prosody, features repre-
senting the mode of vibration of the vocal folds are also crucial as
abnormalities in vocal fold closure patterns have been observed
in PWP through laryngeal videoscopic examinations [28]. In
order to capture irregularities in the airflow excitation signal
generated by the vocal folds, the glottal flow, time-domain, and
frequency-domain features have been extracted from the glottal
flow [29], [30]. For estimating the glottal source from speech,
glottal inverse filtering (GIF) must be used [31]. The existing
studies on PD detection [29], [30] have used iterative adaptive
inverse filtering (IAIF) [32] as the GIF method. Apart from
features extracted from speech signals, the machine learning
algorithm used as the classifier is also important. The majority
of the studies in detection of PD using the traditional pipeline
approach have used a support vector machine (SVM) as a
classifier [7], [8], [18], [21], [33]. However, a few works have
also utilized other machine learning algorithms such as random
forest [16] and decision trees [22]. Even though the existing
studies have investigated a large number of different features
characterizing impairments in the speech signals of PWP, we
argue that there is still a need for effective and robust features
that are capable of distinguishing the speech of PWP from that
of healthy controls.
The use of traditional pipeline systems in the detection of
PD is justified because the approach is model-driven and based
on features whose utilisation calls for understanding how the
disease affects speech production (e.g. vocal folds, vocal tract,
prosody etc.). Therefore, the features can be used not only by au-
tomatic, computerised detection systems but also, for example,
by clinicians to get valuable knowledge about the speech produc-
tion mechanism to understand which particular functions of the
mechanism have been affected by the disease. The importance
of this knowledge extraction embedded in the classical pipeline
approach should not be underestimated despite that the current
trend in the study area, the use of end-to-end systems (which
will be described in the next paragraph) deliberately avoids
the use of hand-crafted features. The main challenge in using
the traditional, model-based pipeline approach with a separate
feature extraction part is that the features need to be selected prior
to their use in the model training and suitable, robust methods
need to be designed to extract the selected features.
As an alternative to the traditional pipeline approach, end-
to-end systems have recently been successfully utilized in the
detection of PD [34], [35]. The end-to-end systems used in
recent studies utilize speech spectra obtained from offset and
onset transition regions for training deep learning models [12],
[34]–[36]. For developing deep learning models, previous stud-
ies considered a framework of convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) and multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) [12], [34]–[36].
The deep learning models trained with speech spectra obtained
from offset and onset transition regions have been observed to
perform better than SVM classifiers developed with separate
sets of articulation and prosody features [12], [34]. However,
SVM classifiers developed with the combination of phonation,
articulation, and prosody features have resulted in better classi-
fication accuracy compared to deep learning models [12]. The
lower performance of deep learning models has been attributed
to smaller data sizes according to [12]. Apart from the speech
spectrum, there are also other representations of speech that can
be used to develop efficient deep learning models. Moreover, an
organized comparison between end-to-end systems developed
with different signal representations and traditional pipeline
systems developed with different features sets is needed in the
study area.
In contrast to classical pipeline systems, which are model-
driven, end-to-end systems are in principle completely data-
driven and they do not require any domain expertise in
voice pathologies. However, end-to-end systems require large
amounts of data to properly train deep learning models. More-
over, despite the fact that end-to-end systems may show excellent
detection accuracy, it is difficult for the user (e.g. the clinician)
to gain knowledge about the underlying reasons why a certain
detection decision was made by the network.
The (estimated) glottal flow waveform, which carries voice
source information, can potentially be utilized as a time-domain
input signal in end-to-end systems, as demonstrated in previous
works in both text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis [37] and patho-
logical voice detection [38]. There are two justifications for
studying the use of glottal flow signals in end-to-end systems.
First, the glottal flow signal contains important information
about the human speech production process that is related
to voice quality [39], emotions [40], pathologies [41], and
paralinguistics [42]. Second, compared to the time- and
frequency-domain representations of the speech (pressure) sig-
nal, the glottal flow is a more elementary signal due to the
absence of vocal tract resonances. With the utilization of such
an elementary time-domain signal, end-to-end systems can be
efficiently trained utilizing smaller amounts of training data, as
indicated in [37]. This property of the glottal flow waveform is
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particularly valuable when training deep learning networks in the
area of speech-based health applications (such as the detection
of PD from speech signals) because long recordings of speech
training data from patients cannot be conducted as easily as they
can from healthy speakers.
In the current study, the detection of PD from speech is studied
by utilizing information carried by the voice source. The study
has the following two main goals. The utilization of voice source
information was found to improve the detection of PD in the
recent study by Novotný et al. [30]. In their study, an old GIF
method, IAIF [32], was used for the estimation of the glottal
flow from the speech signal. Since our recent studies [43]–[45]
indicate that a new GIF method—quasi-closed phase (QCP)
analysis—gives more accurate estimates of the voice source, the
first goal of the present study is to compare how the underlying
GIF method (i.e., IAIF vs. QCP analysis), which is used to
compute the glottal flow waveforms to train the classifiers,
affects the detection of PD. In [46], QCP analysis showed better
accuracy in the estimation of the glottal flow in comparison
to IAIF based on evaluations carried out using two types of
synthetic vowels (produced by the Liljencrants-Fant model and
by physical modeling of human voice production). Based on
these previous results, we hypothesize that using QCP analysis
in the traditional pipeline system instead of IAIF should result
in better classification accuracy in the detection of PD. Since the
previous studies [29], [30] investigating the use of voice source
information in the detection of PD have exclusively used the
traditional pipeline system, the second goal of the study is to
investigate the use of voice source waveforms in the end-to-end
approach to the detection of PD. The second goal is justified
by our recent study on the detection of dysarthria [38], which
showed that using glottal flow waveforms instead of speech pres-
sure waveforms as time-domain input signals for deep learning
networks is able to improve the detection performance. In the
second goal, our hypothesis is that the training of end-to-end
systems using glottal flow waveforms should also result in better
detection performance in the current task of detecting PD from
speech.
This paper studies the use of voice source information in
two approaches to PD detection (the traditional pipeline sys-
tem and the modern end-to-end system). In the traditional
pipeline approach, widely used acoustic features, consisting of
articulation, phonation, and prosody features, are regarded as
baseline features. Glottal features are extracted from the source
waveforms obtained using two GIF methods: IAIF and QCP
analysis. Using both the baseline and glottal features, separate
sets of SVM classifiers are trained to output labels indicating
PD/healthy. A comparison of the performance of the PD
detection systems obtained using the two GIF methods is carried
out. In the end-to-end approach, two kinds of time-domain
waveforms are utilized for developing deep learning models.
These two waveforms types include raw speech waveforms and
raw voice source waveforms. In the latter, two GIF methods
(IAIF and QCP analysis) based on the source-filter modeling of
human speech production are used together with a third voice
source estimatation method, zero frequency filtering (ZFF) [47],
which is computed without explicitly computing the source-filter
Fig. 1. The PD detection system based on the traditional pipeline approach.
Fig. 2. The training stage of the PD detection system based on the traditional
pipeline approach.
separation. The deep learning architecture used in this study con-
sists of a combination of a CNN and an MLP. The performances
of deep learning models developed using different time-domain
waveforms are compared. In order to develop PD detection
systems, a widely used PD speech database, PC-GITA [48], is
utilized.
The remaining part of this paper is arranged as follows. The
classical pipeline system and the end-to-end system studied in
the current article are described in Sections II and III, respec-
tively. Section IV provides details about the speech corpus and
the experimental setup, and the evaluation results are reported
in Section V. The results obtained are discussed in Section VI.
Conclusions about the proposed method and some of the possi-
ble future works are provided in Section VII.
II. THE PD DETECTION SYSTEM BASED ON THE TRADITIONAL
PIPELINE APPROACH
A. System Structure
To classify speech utterances into signals produced by PWP
and into signals produced by healthy controls using the tra-
ditional pipeline approach, the PD detection system shown in
Fig. 1 was developed. The system contains two major por-
tions: feature extraction and an SVM classifier. In the feature
extraction stage, selected features are extracted from the input
speech signal. The features used in this work include articulation,
phonation, and prosody features (collectively referred to as the
baseline features) and glottal features. The baseline features
are obtained from the speech signal using the NeuroSpeech
toolkit [17]. The glottal features are computed from voice source
waveforms, estimated using two GIF methods: IAIF [32] and
QCP analysis [46]. Using both the baseline and glottal features,
SVM classifiers are trained to predict one of the two labels
(PD/healthy).
Fig. 2 shows the training phase of the PD detection sys-
tem. First, a PD speech database (detailed in Section IV-A)
consisting of utterances recorded from multiple speakers, both
PWP and healthy people, is considered. From every utterance
of the database, the baseline features are computed using the
NeuroSpeech toolkit, as will be described in Section II-B. The
glottal source waveforms are estimated from the speech signal
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using the IAIF and QCP methods, as will be described in
Section II-C1. From the estimated source waveforms, time-
and frequency-domain glottal features are obtained as explained
in Section II-C2. Using the pairs of extracted features and its
corresponding output labels (PD/healthy), SVM classifiers
are trained. Considering both the baseline and glottal feature
sets, as well as their combinations, separate SVM classifiers are
trained.
After training, the SVM classifiers are used to detect the pres-
ence of PD from speech signals. In order to test the developed
PD detection systems, the same set of features that were used
to train the classifiers are extracted from test utterances. The
extracted features are used as inputs to the SVM classifiers that
finally output the PD/healthy labels.
B. Baseline Features
The baseline features used in this study consist of features
characterizing different aspects of articulation, phonation, and
prosody. The main reason for using features characterizing these
three issues is that the same feature extraction approach has been
widely used in PD detection tasks [49], [50], and the correspond-
ing features have been used as baselines in comparing various
detection systems [12], [34]. The baseline features used in this
work are primarily based on the studies by Orozco-Arroyave et
al. [17], [22], [51]. The articulation, phonation, and prosody
features used in the current study are briefly described below:
 Articulation is parameterized using Bark band energies
(BBEs), Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), the
first derivative of the MFCCs, the second derivative of the
MFCCs at onset and offset transitions, and the first and
second formant. Altogether, 122 articulation parameters
are extracted and they are processed with four statistical
functionals (mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, and skew-
ness), resulting in a set of 488 articulation features per
utterance.
 Phonation is parameterized using the first and second
derivatives of the fundamental frequency, jitter, pitch per-
turbation quotient, shimmer, amplitude perturbation quo-
tient, and log energy computed from voiced segments.
These seven phonation parameters are processed with four
statistical functionals (mean, standard deviation, kurto-
sis, and skewness), resulting in a set of 28 phonation
features per utterance.
 Prosody is parameterized using duration, fundamental
frequency, and energy. Six statistical functionals (mean,
standard deviation, minimum, maximum, kurtosis, and
skewness) are applied to these prosody parameters re-
sulting in a set of 103 prosody features per utterance.
Apart from four statistical functionals used in articulation
and phonation parameterization, two additional function-
als (minimum and maximum) are considered during the
computation of prosody parameters as these functionals
are observed to be effective in discriminating PD patients
from healthy controls.
C. GIF Methods and Glottal Features
1) GIF Methods: In order to use voice source information in
the traditional pipeline system developed, glottal features need to
be computed by first estimating the glottal flow waveform from
every speech utterance using a GIF method. In this study, two
GIF methods (IAIF and QCP analysis), which will be described
next, are used in the estimation of the voice source. It should be
noted that the third method to be used to extract voice source
information in the current study, ZFF, is not used with the
detection system based on the traditional pipeline approach. The
reason for this is that, as in the study by Novotny et al. [30],
we only wanted to use those methods that aim to estimate the
true glottal flow (i.e., GIF methods based on the source-filter
separation of speech) in this part of the study.
IAIF [32] is an old GIF method that is based on first estimating
the spectral tilt of the glottal source from speech using a simple
two-stage approach and then estimating the vocal tract model
with linear prediction (LP) using the signal from which the
glottal tilt has been removed. The spectral tilt of the glottal
source is computed over several glottal periods (including both
glottal open and closed phases), and therefore the IAIF method
does not call for the extraction of glottal closure instants (GCIs).
During the past two decades, IAIF has been used in many areas,
such as in parametric speech synthesis ([52], [53] [54], [55]),
speaking style conversion [56], the detection of stress [57], and
depression [58], as well as in emotion recognition [59], [60]. For
a detailed description of the IAIF method, the reader is referred
to Section II-B in the work of Raitio et al. [52].
QCP analysis [46] is a more recently developed GIF method
compared to IAIF. QCP analysis was selected in the current study
because it was determined as the best performing GIF method
in a comparison to four known reference GIF methods in [46].
QCP analysis is based on closed phase (CP) analysis [61], which
estimates the vocal tract model using speech samples during the
CP of the glottal cycle. Instead of using a few CP samples in the
computation of the vocal tract as in CP analysis, QCP analysis
computes a more robust estimate of the vocal tract by taking
advantage of all the samples of the input frame. As explained
in [46], this is enabled by using weighted linear prediction
(WLP) analysis in the computation of the vocal tract model
by downgrading the effect of those samples during which the
effect of the source is prominent. The downgrading is done
by using a specific temporal weighting function, called the
attenuated main excitation (AME) function [62], in WLP. The
computation of the AME function calls for extracting GCIs. The
AME function attenuates the speech samples corresponding to
the (quasi)–open phase during the computation of WLP, which
subsequently leads to better estimates of the vocal tract transfer
function.
Both IAIF and QCP analysis are GIF methods, which have
been used in many studies [29], [30], [52], [60], [63], [64]. Both
of the methods estimate the glottal source by removing the effect
of the vocal tract by inverse filtering the speech signal through a
digital all-pole filter model of the vocal tract. In order to estimate
the vocal tract model, the two GIF methods follow different
methodologies as explained in the previous two paragraphs:
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IAIF uses conventional LP as the all-pole modeling method
while QCP analysis takes advantage of WLP. QCP analysis was
shown in [46] to give more accurate estimates of the glottal
source compared to IAIF and this improvement was due to better
modeling of the vocal tract by WLP compared to conventional
LP. Computational loads of both methods in the estimation of
the vocal tract and in inverse filtering are small. However, unlike
the IAIF method, QCP analysis calls for extracting GCIs to
generate the AME function. This results in a slight increase
in the computational load for QCP analysis but the additional
overhead caused by estimating GCIs is acceptable given the
improved accuracy of QCP analysis for different pitch ranges as
shown in [46].
2) Glottal Features: The time- and frequency-domain char-
acteristics of the glottal flow waveforms estimated by the two
GIF methods described above are parameterized using a set
of voice source parameters as follows. The glottal parameters
considered in this study consist of 12 known voice source
parameters that represent different properties of the glottal flow
waveform [65], [66]. These glottal parameters have been used
recently, for example, in dysarthric and dysphonic voice classi-
fication tasks [38], [43]. These parameters are briefly described
below:
 The amplitude quotient (AQ): The AQ is the ratio of
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the glottal flow and the
minimum peak of the flow derivative.
 The normalized amplitude quotient (NAQ): The NAQ
is obtained by dividing the AQ by the length of the glottal
cycle.
 The open quotient (OQ): The OQ is computed as
the relative portion of the open phase compared to the
cycle duration. Two OQs, OQ1 and OQ2, are com-
puted from primary and secondary glottal openings,
respectively.
 The Liljencrants-Fant open quotient (OQa): The OQa is
the OQ derived by matching the estimated flow derivative
with the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model.
 The closing quotient (ClQ): The ClQ is computed as the
ratio of the duration of the closing phase to the total length
of the period.
 The quasi-open quotient (QOQ): The QOQ is the
amplitude-domain counterpart of the OQ parameter, where
the open duration is calculated as the time during which the
flow is above a set level, usually 50% above the minimum
flow.
 The speed quotient (SQ): The SQ is the ratio of the
duration of the opening phase to the duration of the closing
phase. Two SQs, SQ1 and SQ2, are calculated from the
primary and secondary glottal openings, respectively.
 The difference between first two glottal harmonics
(H1H2): This is the difference between the amplitude
values of the first and second harmonics, obtained from
the spectrum of the glottal flow on the dB scale.
 The parabolic spectral parameter (PSP): The PSP is
computed based on fitting a parabolic function to the low-
frequency part of the pitch-synchronous spectrum of the
glottal flow.
 The harmonic richness factor (HRF): The HRF is ob-
tained as the ratio of the sum of the magnitudes of the
glottal harmonics above the fundamental frequency to the
magnitude of the glottal harmonic at the fundamental fre-
quency on the dB scale.
The glottal parameters are extracted from all voiced frames
of the input speech signal. The H1H2 and HRF are determined
pitch-asynchronously for every frame and the remaining param-
eters are extracted for every glottal cycle and then averaged over
the frame. The glottal parameters extracted from all frames of
an utterance form a glottal parameter vector. From the glottal
parameter vector and its delta, eight statistical measures are de-
termined: minimum, maximum, range, mean, median, standard
deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. This leads to a set of (12 +
12) × 8 = 192 glottal features per utterance.
In order to demonstrate the behaviour of the glottal parame-
ters, a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed
using glottal parameters extracted from the speech of PWP and
their healthy controls. In general, a two-way ANOVA analy-
sis tests the null hypothesis, i.e., that there is no statistically
significant difference in the means of two independent vari-
ables and that the effect of one independent variable does not
depend on the effect of the other independent variable (i.e.,
there is no interaction effect). The speech was taken from a PD
database, which will be described in Section IV-A. Two-way
ANOVAs were computed by considering the individual glottal
parameters as dependent variables, and considering the health
state (PD/healthy) and GIF method (IAIF/QCP analysis) as
independent variables. Each glottal parameter was averaged over
the utterances of every speaker. Table I shows the ANOVA
results. Most importantly, the table indicates that several of
the glottal parameters (NAQ, AQ, ClQ, SQ1, and SQ2) show
statistically significant differences (p< 0.001) between the PWP
and their healthy controls. In addition, the last two columns of
Table I show that F-statistic is close to zero and p > 0.001 for
all the glottal parameters, indicating that the null hypotheses
are validated and that there is no interaction effect between
health state and GIF method. These statistical tests confirm
that the glottal parameters contain voice source information
that should help to distinguish the speech of PWP from the
speech of healthy talkers. In addition, the results show that the
choice of the GIF method affects the detection as well. Finally,
Fig. 3 demonstrates the glottal parameters between PWP and
their healthy controls by showing the scatter plots for four pairs
of the glottal parameters obtained from 100 randomly selected
utterances of these two speaker classes. The figure illustrates that
the glottal parameters of the PWP are distributed more widely
compared to the healthy controls. Even though there is an overlap
in the parameter distributions between the two speaker classes,
the figure demonstrates that the two classes can be distinguished
even when the data is expressed using simple two-dimensional
glottal parameter scatter plots.
Finally, we would like to point out that the extraction of glottal
source information described in this section is computed only
from voiced segments of speech, because these are the segments
during which the vocal folds vibrate generating the glottal flow
excitation. However, the baseline features (i.e., the articulation
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TABLE I
THE RESULTS OF THE TWO-WAY ANOVAS. THE GLOTTAL FEATURES ARE CONSIDERED AS DEPENDENT VARIABLES, AND THE HEALTH STATE (PD/healthy)
AND GIF METHOD (IAIF/QCP ANALYSIS) ARE CONSIDERED AS TWO INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR BOTH
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IS 1
Fig. 3. The scatter plots of four pairs of glottal features (mean NAQ vs. mean SQ1, mean NAQ vs. mean SQ2, mean AQ vs. mean SQ1, and mean AQ vs. mean
SQ2). The glottal features were extracted from the flow waveforms estimated using the QCP method.
and prosody features) are always extracted both from voiced and
unvoiced segments.
III. THE PD DETECTION SYSTEM BASED ON THE
END-TO-END APPROACH
The block diagram of the PD detection system developed
using the end-to-end approach is shown in Fig. 4. The archi-
tecture of the end-to-end system contains several convolutional
layers followed by an MLP. The end-to-end architecture fol-
lowed in this work has been previously used in pathological
voice classification and paralinguistic tasks [38], [67]–[69]. The
end-to-end system takes a raw time-domain waveform (either
the speech signal or the voice source waveform) as the input
Fig. 4. The studied PD detection system based on the end-to-end approach.
Conv: convolution, MP: Max pooling, MLP: multilinear perceptron.
and the system outputs the predicted label (PD/healthy). The
input raw waveform enters into multiple convolutional layers.
The CNN extracts suitable information from raw waveforms
and this information is then passed through an MLP in order to
estimate the label. The combination of the CNNs and MLP used
in this study is jointly trained in a single framework.
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In the current study, two types of raw time-domain waveforms,
the speech (pressure) signal and the voice source waveform, are
used to train end-to-end systems for the classification of PD. For
the voice source, three different methods to compute the time-
domain waveform are compared. Two of the three methods are
based on GIF (IAIF and QCP analysis). The third one (ZFF [47])
is not a GIF method, but computes an approximate voice source
waveform without explicitly using any source-filter model. ZFF
takes advantage of the impulse-like nature of speech excitation.
The method is based on the principle that discontinuity due to
impulse excitation is reflected across all frequencies, including
the zero frequency, and by designing a zero-resonance frequency
filter, information about the discontinuities due to the impulse
excitation can be obtained. The ZFF method has previously been
used in the extraction of voice source information in different
paralinguistic tasks such as in the detection of emotion and
depression [69], [70]. More details about the ZFF method can be
found in [47], [71], [72]. In using the end-to-end approach based
on the raw speech signal, segments consisting of both voiced and
unvoiced speech are used to train deep learning models.
Instead of using the entire utterance as the input of the deep
learning models, the utterance is split into segments of constant
duration that will be used as inputs to the systems. In the testing
phase, the scores computed from each of the segments of the
utterance are averaged and thresholded for obtaining the final
binary decision (PD/healthy) for the utterance.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the experiments that were designed to
study the use of voice source information in the detection of PD
using the two detection systems described in Sections II and III.
The evaluation was performed using the speech signals of the
PC-GITA database. In using the traditional pipeline approach,
SVM classifiers were developed using different combinations of
the baseline and glottal features. The detection systems based
on the end-to-end approach were developed using raw speech
and voice source signals. The performance of the developed
PD detection systems were evaluated using accuracy, sensitivity,
and specificity measures. The brief descriptions related to the
speech database and setups used in the experiments are provided
separately in the next two sub-sections.
A. The PC-GITA Speech Database
The PC-GITA [48] speech database contains speech record-
ings in Spanish from 50 PD patients (25 male and 25 female)
and 50 healthy control speakers (25 male and 25 female). The
data was sampled at 44.1 kHz with a resolution of 16 bits.
The PD patients have been diagnosed by neurologists. The
healthy controls are free of any reported PD symptoms or
other neurodegenerative disease. The speaker age varies from
31 years old to 86 years old. The recordings were performed in a
sound-proof booth at Clínica Noel of Medellín in Colombia. The
database includes speech collected using the following speaking
tasks: (1) sustained phonation (vowels uttered in constant and
modulated tones), (2) reading words aloud (25 isolated words
taken from phonological inventory of Colombian Spanish), (3)
diadochokinetic (DDK) exercises (repetition of the sequence
of syllables: /pa-ta-ka/, /pe-ta-ka/, /pa-ka-ta/, /pa/, /ka/, /ta/) (4)
reading sentences aloud (six simple and complex sentences),
(5) reading a text (reading a dialogue between a doctor and a
patient), and (6) giving a monologue (subjects are asked to speak
about their daily routine and activities). In this study, speech
tasks corresponding to continuous speech (i.e. DDK exercises,
reading words and sentences aloud, and giving a monologue)
are used. The speech signals were downsampled to 16 kHz in
order to be used in the experiments of the present study.
B. The Experimental Setup
In order to train and evaluate the detection systems, a 10-fold
cross-validation (CV) strategy was followed. In this strategy,
the speech data was divided into 10 folds randomly. Of these
10 folds, 9 folds were used for training and the remaining one
was used for testing. This process was repeated 10 times. Every
speaker was used only once for testing and the same speaker was
not used in both training and testing. The data partition followed
in this work has been previously used in many PD detection
studies [22], [51]. From the data used in training, 90% of every
speaker’s utterances was used to train the detection systems and
the remaining 10% was used for validation.
For developing the traditional pipeline approach of PD de-
tection systems, speech signals were processed in 30 ms frames
with a 15 ms shift. The baseline and glottal features were com-
puted from every utterance of the database. The baseline features
consisting of articulation, phonation and prosody features were
extracted using the NeuroSpeech toolkit [17] and the glottal
features were extracted using the APARAT Toolbox [73]. In
order to extract glottal features, the glottal source signals were
first estimated by the GIF methods described in Section II.C
(IAIF and QCP analysis). By referring to [52], the IAIF method
was computed by using filter orders of q = 10 and p= 24 for the
spectral tilt model of the glottal source and for the vocal tract
model, respectively. All the LP analyses were computed in IAIF
by using the autocorrelation method and the Hann window. QCP
analysis estimates the glottal source by using WLP in vocal tract
modeling and the computational steps reported in [46] were used
in the current study. GCIs required for the computation of the
AME function were estimated from speech using the GLOAT
toolkit [74]. The order of the vocal tract model in QCP analysis
was the same as in IAIF (i.e. 24).
The glottal features obtained using IAIF and QCP analysis are
referred as “Glottal (IAIF)” and “Glottal (QCP),” respectively.
From the baseline and glottal features, the global mean and
global standard deviation were determined and these measures
were used to normalize each of the individual features. The
normalized features were used to train SVM classifiers. Distinct
sets of SVM classifiers were trained using the baseline and
glottal features, as well as their combination. SVM classifiers
were trained with the Gaussian radial basis function kernel, and
the kernel parameterγ and penalty parameterC were determined
separately for every set of SVM classifier. The optimal values of
C and γ were determined based on a grid search with their values
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TABLE II
THE RANGES OF HYPER PARAMETERS FOR THE GRID SEARCH. NOTE THAT IN
OUR NETWORK, ONLY ONE MLP LAYER IS USED
TABLE III
END-TO-END SYSTEM NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
varying from 10−3 to 103 in multiples of 10 and the selection
criteria being accuracy computed using the validation data.
For the end-to-end systems, the raw speech signals and the raw
voice source waveforms (computed using IAIF, QCP analysis
and ZFF) were processed in segments of 250 ms with a 50 ms
shift. In order to compute ZFF, the method proposed in [47] was
used. The speech signal was passed through a cascade of two
ideal digital resonators located at 0 Hz, and then the trend in the
resulting signal was subtracted in a window whose size equaled
the average pitch period. The glottal flow waveforms obtained
from IAIF and QCP analysis are denoted as “Glottal flow (IAIF)”
and “Glottal flow (QCP),” respectively, and the source waveform
obtained using ZFF is referred to as “Voice source (ZFF)”. Both
the raw speech signals and the raw voice source waveforms were
split into segments of 250 ms. This duration was chosen based
on similar experiments carried out in [38], [75], [76].
By utilizing four types of raw waveforms that were split
into fixed length segments, CNN+MLP networks were trained
separately. Before training the CNN+MLP networks, the hyper
parameters of the network were chosen based on a grid search.
The hyper parameters were varied over a certain range, and
the values resulting in better accuracy were chosen. The hyper
parameter ranges considered for the grid search are shown in
Table II.
Table III provides the details about the network architecture.
After every convolutional layer, a ReLu activation function and
MaxPooling operation (pool size = 2 and stride = 2) were
carried out. Batch normalization was used to make the training
of the deep neural network faster and stable through the normal-
ization of the input layer [77], and dropout was followed in every
layer to avoid overfitting the deep neural networks [78]. In order
to optimize the parameters of the end-to-end system, a stochastic
gradient descent algorithm was utilized with the binary cross
entropy error criterion. The total number of iterations used in
TABLE IV
THE PARAMETERS USED TO TRAIN THE END-TO-END SYSTEM
TABLE V
DETECTION RESULTS COMPUTED FROM THE TRADITIONAL PIPELINE SYSTEMS
DEVELOPED WITH THE BASELINE FEATURES (CONSISTING OF THE
ARTICULATION, PHONATION, AND PROSODY FEATURES) AND GLOTTAL
FEATURES
training was 100, and an early stopping criterion was followed
for five epochs with no improvement. The details about the
parameters used in this work are provided in Table IV.
To assess the performance of the developed PD detection
systems, three measures were considered: accuracy, specificity,
and sensitivity. The accuracy was computed as the ratio between
the number of speech utterances that are properly detected to
the total number of utterances. Specificity was computed as
the ratio between the number of correctly identified speech
utterances spoken by the healthy speakers and the total num-
ber of utterances spoken by the healthy speakers. Sensitivity
was determined as the ratio between the number of correctly
classified speech utterances spoken by the PWP and the total
number of utterances spoken by the PWP. For a good detection
system, all three performance metrics should be high (ideally
100%). In addition to aiming at high values of sensitivity and
specificity, indicating good performance in the identification of
both PWP and their healthy controls, the difference between
these two metrics should also be as low as possible for a good
detection system, indicating that the system is not biased towards
one of the two classes (PF/healthy). It should be noted that
the data used for training and testing is balanced, that is, the data
includes the same of number of PWP and healthy speakers and
all the speakers produce an equal number of speech utterances.
V. RESULTS
Table V shows the detection results computed from the tradi-
tional pipeline systems developed with the different features.
From the table, it can be noted that the detection results of
the systems developed with the baseline features are slightly
better compared with the glottal features obtained using both
GIF methods (except in specificity for Glottal (IAIF) and Glottal
(QCP)). Among the three baseline feature sets, the articulation
features show the best detection result. The accuracies of the
detection systems obtained with the Glottal (IAIF) and Glottal
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TABLE VI
DETECTION RESULTS COMPUTED FROM THE END-TO-END SYSTEMS
DEVELOPED WITH DIFFERENT RAW TIME-DOMAIN WAVEFORMS. THE THREE
METRICS ARE AVERAGED OVER FIVE RUNS, AND THE MEAN AND STANDARD
DEVIATION VALUES ARE PROVIDED
(QCP) feature sets vary in the range of 63–64%. These ac-
curacies indicate that the glottal source contains the relevant
information required for the detection of PD. Among the glot-
tal features obtained from the two GIF methods, the features
obtained from QCP analysis show better detection results com-
pared to those obtained from IAIF. Furthermore, by separately
combining the two glottal features sets with the baseline features,
the detection results are observed to be improved in both cases.
This shows the complementary nature of the glottal features
that results in better performance metrics (accuracy, specificity,
and sensitivity) when combined with the baseline features. In a
comparison of the two combinations of the baseline and glottal
features, the Baseline + Glottal (QCP) feature set leads to the
improved accuracy. By studying the sensitivity and specificity
values of the classifiers developed with the different feature
sets, it can be observed that in most of the cases, specificity
values are moderately better compared with sensitivity values
(except in the Prosody and Baseline + Glottal (QCP) feature
sets). From Table V, it can be noted that by combining the glottal
features with the baseline features both sensitivity and specificity
improve and the difference between these two metrics is also
reduced.
Table VI shows the detection results of the end-to-end sys-
tems developed with the different types of raw time-domain
waveforms. The accuracies obtained using the raw glottal flow
waveforms estimated by IAIF and QCP analysis are slightly
better than those obtained using the raw speech signal and the
ZFF-based voice source waveform. The system based on using
the raw glottal flow estimated by QCP analysis shows modest
improvements in accuracy and sensitivity compared to all other
systems. Similarly to Table V, a comparison of the sensitivity
and specificity values between the developed end-to-end systems
shows that the specificity values are better than the sensitivity
values. Moreover, Table VI indicates that despite the fact that
all the systems show modest values in accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity, the system trained using the QCP-based input
waveform shows the lowest difference between sensitivity and
specificity among all the systems.
Using the detection results reported in Tables V and VI, three
evaluation metrics computed from the classifiers developed with
the classical pipeline approach can be compared with those of
the more modern end-to-end systems. With regard to accuracy
and specificity, the best end-to-end system trained using the
QCP-based glottal flow is observed to be moderately better
(by an absolute improvement of about 1% in accuracy and
7% in specificity) than the best classical pipeline classifier
trained using the Baseline + Glottal (QCP) features. However,
the sensitivity of the best end-to-end system trained with the
QCP-based glottal flow is lower (by an absolute decrease of
about 6%) than that of the best classical pipeline system trained
using the combination of the Baseline + Glottal (QCP) features.
Among the classifiers developed with both the classical pipeline
and end-to-end approaches, the features and flow waveforms
obtained using the QCP method lead to moderately better results
compared to both IAIF and ZFF.
VI. DISCUSSION
This paper studies the use of voice source information in
the detection of PD by comparing the traditional, feature-based
pipeline approach and the modern end-to-end approach. Both
of the two approaches have their advantages and disadvantages.
Since the traditional pipeline approach is based on representing
speech signals with features, the approach benefits in princi-
ple from its capability to give better knowledge about how
different parts of speech production (such as the vocal folds)
contribute to the detection of PD. Clinicians and speech language
pathologists can benefit from this knowledge in examining
patients. In addition, the traditional pipeline system can be
trained to produce good results with relatively small amounts
of data [38]. The end-to-end approach does not call for using
pre-defined sets of hand-crafted features and therefore it is an
attractive choice in cases where computerised detection needs
to be implemented by, for example, industrial players with no
expertise in voice pathology. The end-to-end approach, however,
requires large amounts of data for proper training of the deep
learning models. It is also worth emphasising that while the
amount of training data can be easily increased in areas such
as in speech recognition and synthesis, where speech data is
produced by healthy speakers, the same is not necessarily true
in collecting pathological voice data because the data is recorded
from patients whose health condition might be too weak to
bear long recordings. Finally, though the end-to-end approach
has shown better accuracy compared to the traditional pipeline
approach in recent studies [12], [34], the end-to-end technology
has been criticized [79] from a principal point of view because it
provides a black box -type of solution with poor interpretability
to the detection task. Suitability of particular approach is an open
question and the reader can chose a particular approach based
on his/her interest and field of application.
In this study, we focused on the effectiveness of voice source
information in the detection of PD. Though the voice source has
been used previously in detection tasks based on the traditional
pipeline approach [29], [30], its usage in the end-to-end approach
as studied in the current investigation has been not explored
before. The results obtained both by the traditional systems and
by the end-to-end systems did not, however, show high values
of detection accuracy and the accuracy improvement obtained
by using glottal source information can rather be characterised
as modest. However, despite the modest improvement in the
detection accuracy, the usage of glottal source information can
be considered beneficial and promising according to the ex-
periments conducted both for the traditional pipeline system
and for the end-to-end system. In the case of the traditional
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pipeline approach, the combination of the glottal features with
the baseline features resulted in the best (yet modest) detection
accuracy (67.93%). In the end-to-end system approach, deep
learning models trained with glottal source signals were able to
perform better compared to the models trained using the raw
speech waveform. The best (but still modest) overall accuracy
(68.56%) among all the systems studied was given by the end-
to-end system that used the raw glottal flow computed by QCP
analysis. The current study can be viewed as a reference point to
carry out further research in Parkinson’s disease detection using
glottal source information.
Apart from the speech waveform, the usage of the glottal
source signal as a raw waveform in end-to-end systems is
justified because the voice pathologies affect the vocal folds
(as reported in [41], [80]). The improved, yet modest accuracy
obtained by using the raw glottal source in the current study
demonstrates the importance of glottal source information in
the end-to-end approach. In addition, the interesting result of
the current study is that end-to-end system trained with glottal
source signals was shown to perform better than the system
trained using raw speech waveforms for a given available train-
ing data. The main reason for this is as follows. In the raw speech
waveform, glottal information is also embedded because the
speech waveform is a result of filtering the glottal excitation with
the vocal tract. However, in addition to glottal information, raw
speech waveforms also include phonemic and speaker-specific
information that is brought about by the vocal tract. Involvement
of phonemic and speaker-specific information makes learning of
the detection problem more difficult for deep learning networks
if there is only a relatively small amount of training data available
(which is the case in the present study due to training the systems
with speech of patients suffering from PD).
The PC-GITA database used in the current experiments con-
tains Spanish speech utterances collected from different speak-
ing tasks (DDK exercises, production of isolated words, pro-
duction of sentences and reading a monologue). The DDK tasks
used in this study include continuous repetitions of syllable
sequences: /pa-ta-ka/, /pe-ta-ka/, /pa-ka-ta/, /pa/, /ka/, /ta/. For
Spanish, which is a strongly syllable-rhythmic language, certain
DDK tasks may not be well suited to differentiate PD from HC.
Therefore, it might be that the current results cannot be fully
generalised to languages which are less syllable-rhythmic. Sim-
ilar kind of experimentation using DDK exercises considered in
this study has, however, been followed in previous works in the
detection of PD [25], [34]. More research should be devoted in
the future to better understand the role of different speaking tasks
(specifically related to different DDK exercises) in the automatic
detection of PD.
VII. CONCLUSION
The automatic detection of PD from speech signals was inves-
tigated using voice source information and using two detection
system architectures (the classical pipeline approach and the
end-to-end approach). In the classical pipeline approach, SVM
classifiers were developed to estimatePD/healthy labels using
known baseline features characterizing articulation, phonation,
and prosody and using glottal features to describe voice source
information. The baseline features were obtained from the Neu-
roSpeech toolkit and the glottal features were computed from
the flow waveforms estimated using two GIF methods (IAIF
and QCP analysis). The experiments indicated that using QCP
analysis instead of IAIF as a GIF method improved the detection
performance when the system was trained using voice source
information alone. Most importantly, the study showed that
the accuracy of the SVM-based detection system trained with
the baseline features improved from 65% to 67% when voice
source information was merged with the baseline features. In
the end-to-end system approach, deep learning models based on
combining CNNs and MLP were developed using raw speech
and raw voice source waveforms obtained with two GIF meth-
ods (IAIF, QCP analysis), and with one method (ZFF), which
yields the approximated voice source without using source-filter
separation. The results showed that the detection performance
was moderately better for the end-to-end systems developed
with QCP-based glottal flow compared to IAIF and ZFF. In
addition, the best overall accuracy (of 68%) among all the
systems compared was achieved by using the end-to-end system
that uses the QCP-computed raw glottal flow waveform as the
input signal.
The present work studies the importance of voice source infor-
mation in PD detection by comparing the traditional pipeline ap-
proach and the modern end-to-end approach. The work showed
the effectiveness of the glottal features and glottal flow wave-
forms obtained using the QCP method in both of the two
approaches. The present work can be extended, for example,
as follows. In addition to the binary classification task studied in
the current investigation, the method developed can be extended
to predict the neurological state of PD patients. In addition to PD,
the effectiveness of voice source information can be studied in
other neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease
and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Also, one can investigate
the correlation of the traditional features and the convolutional
layers’ activations in order to investigate what the end-to-end
approach has learnt to model.
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